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This decision pertains to an application for a commercial
industrial subdivision to be located on a tract in Essex
Colchester, Vermont. As is explained below, the
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c

Environmental Board concludes that the proposed subdivision
will comply with 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(8) (Criterion 8 - natural
areas) only if the sandplain community located on some of the
proposed lots is protected, or the project's impact on that
community is mitigated by preservation of another sandplain
community of at least comparable quality on the Colchester
portion of the tract. Consequently, the Board will require
the Applicants to obtain approval of a management or
mitigation plan with respect to the sandplain community
located on-site prior to development of Lots 6, 7, 9, 11, and
12, and prior to any further construction on or use of Roadway
B. The Board also concludes that the proposed project, as
conditioned by the Board and the District #4 Environmental
Commission, will not destroy or significantly imperil an
endangered species pursuant to 10 V.S.A. S 6086(a)(8)(A)
(Criterion 8(A) - endangered species). Accordingly, the Board
is issuing an amended permit.

I. SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS

On August 6, 1990, the District #4 Environmental
Commission issued Land Use Permit #4CO842, authorizing the
Applicants to subdivide a 179-acre tract of land into 26
industrial lots and a 136-acre open lot, and to construct
water, sewer, roadways and other utilities to serve the
project, which the permit describes as being located on
Kellogg Road in the Town of Essex. The permit is an umbrella
permit for an industrial park.

On August 31, 1990, the Agency of Natural Resources (ANR)
filed an appeal of the permit with respect to 10 V.S.A.
5 6086(a)(8). The appeal raises issues with regard to
Criteria 8 (rare and irreplaceable natural areas) and 8(A)
(endangered species). ANR contends that the District
Commission erred in finding that the site of the project is
not a rare and irreplaceable natural area and that a
preservation plan proposed by the Applicants will adequately
protect a threatened plant species called Panicum xanthoohvsum
(yellow panic grass).
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On October 1, 1990, Acting Chair Stephen Reynes convened
a prehearing conference in Essex Junction with the Applicants
and ANR participating. At the prehearing, the Applicants
filed a Motion for Limitation of Scope of Appeal and Partial
Remand. On October 31, ANR filed an opposition to the motion.
On November 7, the Applicants and ANR filed a stipulation for
a preliminary order. The Board deliberated on November 29
and, by memorandum of decision dated December 10, denied the
motion.

On January 16, 1991, the parties filed prefiled
testimony. On January 30, the parties filed rebuttal
testimony. An administrative hearing panel convened a hearing
in Essex Junction on February 12. After, taking testimony, the
panel recessed the hearing pending filing of proposed findings
of fact and conclusions of law, deliberation, and decision.
On March 8, the parties filed proposed findings and
conclusions. The panel deliberated on March 21 and April 18.

A proposed decision was sent to the parties on May 2,
1991. The parties were provided an opportunity to file
written objections and to present oral argument before the
full Board. On May 9, the Applicants requested oral argument.
On May 21 and 22, the Agency and the Applicants filed written
responses to the proposed decision. The Board convened a
public hearing in Montpelier on May 28. The Board deliberated
concerning this matter on May 28 and June 13. On June 13,
following a review of the proposed decision and the evidence
and arguments presented in the case, the Board declared the
record complete and adjourned the hearing. This matter is now
ready for decision. To the extent any proposed findings of
fact and conclusions of law are included below, they are
granted; otherwise, they are denied.

II. ISSUES

The issues before the Board are:

1. Whether, pursuant to Criterion 8, the proposed
project will have an undue adverse effect on a rare and
irreplaceable natural area consisting of a pine-oak sandplain
community located on the project site.

2. whether, pursuant to Criterion 8(A), the proposed
project will destroy or significantly imperil an endangered
plant species, Panicum xanthoohvsum (yellow panic grass), and
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if so, whether the Board reaches a positive conclusion on any
one of the three subcriteria set forth at 10 V.S.A.
5 6086(a)(8)(A)(i) - (iii).

III. FINDINGS OF FACT

Proiect

1.

2.

3.

4.

The proposed project consists of the creation of 26
commercial and industrial lots to be located off Xellogg
Road in the Town of Essex. The project will be known as
the Gauthier Industrial Park. The current application is
for an "umbrella" permit; the Applicants or their
successors or assigns will obtain permit amendments prior
to construction of specific commercial or industrial
projects on the lots.

The application seeks approval at this time for
construction only of water and waste disposal systems,
other utilities, and internal roadways. The total amount
of roadway construction is 5,000 feet, consisting of
three roadways on the site denominated A, B, and C.

The project site consists of approximately 179 acres. Of
these acres, approximately 103 are located in the Town of
Colchester and approximately 76 in the Town of Essex.
None of the Colchester acreage is proposed to be part of
the project. Of the Essex acreage, approximately 44
acres will be divided into the 26 commercial and
industrial lots and approximately 32 acres will be
retained by the Applicants as open land. The proposed
Circumferential Highway would be constructed on part of
this open land and on part of the Colchester portion of
the site. If the highway is constructed, approximately
23 acres of the open land on the Essex portion of the
site will remain open. The proposed commercial and
industrial lots are located on the southeast part of the
site; the open land is on the northeast; and the
Colchester land is on the northwest. A 150-foot'wide
easement held by the Vermont Electric Light Company
(VELCO) runs southeast,to northwest through the site.

The project site is owned by the Applicants. They have
used portions of it for approximately 20 years for their
home, for a salvage yard, for small amounts of logging,
and as a base for a rubbish removal. and trucking company.
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5.

6.

7.

The project site is located within the Champlain Valley.
The southeastern part of the site is flat and sandy.
Going to the north, the site gradually slopes upward,
developing into an area which the Applicants have
described as an Wpland.*' The upland is located within
the proposed open area described in Finding 3, above;
this area is the hilliest part of the site. The
commercial and industrial lots are proposed for the
flattest part of the site.

The Town of Essex Municipal Plan designates the site as
part of a growth zone and it is zoned for industrial
development. The site is contiguous to an existing
commercial and industrial area, including a sawmill,
construction and industrial tool supplier, plumbing and
air conditioning business, health club, and motel.

On August 6, 1990, the District #4 Environmental
Commission issued Land Use Permit #4CO482, approving this
application. Following issuance of that permit, the
Applicants constructed the improvements approved therein.

Criterion 8: Rare and Irrenlaceable  Natural Areas

8. The project site contains an example of a pine-oak
sandplain community. The community includes the land
proposed to be Lots 6, 7, 9, 11, and 12, and that portion
of Roadway B running south from Roadway A to the
southwest corner of Lot 10. (See Exhibit #G6, entitled,
"Gauthier Industrial Park, Kellogg Road, Essex, Vermont:
Endangered, Threatened & Rare Plant Locations Based Upon
All Surveys to Date," dated January 15, 1990.) The
above lots and roadway form the best portion of the
community. No delineation of the community has been
provided. It is possible that the community includes
other land than the above lots and roadway.

9. Pine-oak sandplain communities typically occur further
south in the United States. In Vermont, due to the cold,
pine-oak sandplain communities are restricted to dry,
sandy soils at warm, low elevations and are located in
areas formed by sediment deposited by melting glaciers.
Historically, these deposits formed as a result of large
deltas created by glacially swollen rivers entering Lake
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10.

11.

12.

13.

Champlain. The glaciation which created the
sandplain habitat is not likely to occur in the
foreseeable future.

Pine-oak sandplain communities are composed of native
plant species which are adapted to dry conditions and
periodic fires. The dominant plant species include pitch
pine, black oak, and white pine in the overstory and
blueberry, sheep laurel, huckleberry, and hazelnut in the
understory. Sandplain communities often host rare plant
species which themselves are not the dominant plant
species but which can indicate the potential presence of
such a community.

Pine-oak sandplain communities are restricted to sandy
soil, but not all sandy soil supports these communities.
Development of this community type occurs only on mostly
flat areas of sandy soils,
soils,

usually Adams or Windsor
at low elevations in warmer locations. In

sandplain communities are typically restricted
to warmer, lowland areas. The plants associated with
sandplain communities are adapted to the light, well-
drained sandy soil, and the communities only attain their
best development on level terrain.

Many of the native sandplain plants.require some form of
disturbance (historically fire) to become established.
The pine-oak sandplain community must therefore be of
sufficient size so that part of the site can be disturbed
and recolonized while the remainder acts as a seed
spurce. Isolated fragments within a subdivision are not
viable pine-oak sandplain communities. In order to
remain a viable sandplain community, a cycle of
disturbance, recolonization, and senescence must be
continually occurring, and the acreage must be sufficient
to simultaneously support each stage of the cycle at the
site. The important role of disturbance in perpetuating
sandplain communities makes them valuable for' educational
and scientific study.

The concept of community denotes a close association
among the species to create certain conditions and a
distinct type of habitat which is occupied by
characteristic, endemic species. This association is
present within the sandplain community located on-site.
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14.

15.

16.

17.

There are presently no "A-rank" pine-oak sandplain
communities in the state. l'A-rank*l refers to those
communities which completely meet the criteria for size,
composition and degree of disturbance. Every example of
sandplain communities in Vermont has been degraded and
fragmented by~human intervention primarily because they
are located in flat areas suitable for development.
Most of these communities have been fragmented into
sites of less than five acres.

There are fourteen known "B-rank" examples of pine-oak
sandplain communities in the state. 1*B-rank9'  refers to
those communities that have potential to become intact,
functional sandplain communities if they are properly
managed.

The sandplain community at the project site is among the
five best of the above fourteen examples. Its size is at
least five acres. It is located in a flat area on sandy
Adams and Windsor soils at a lower elevation. It
contains some trees, some areas of dense shrubbery
growth, and some relatively open areas. The open areas
promote recolonization of the sandplain habitat species.
By contrast, many other sandplain habitat areas in
Vermont contain larger numbers of trees which prevent
recolonization. Historic periodic disturbance, both
human and natural, has helped to promote the open quality
of this sandplain community.

A number of endemic sandplain plants are found at the
site, including pitch pine, black oak,_white pine,
blueberry, huckleberry, sheep laurel, and hazelnut
plants. The sandplain community on the site also
contains two plants which are threatened or rare: Panicum
xanthovhvsum (yellow panic grass), and Polvaala volvaama
(racemed milkwort). The yellow panic grass is listed as
threatened on the State of Vermont's list of endangered
species issued pursuant to 10 V.S.A. Chapter 123. Three
groups of yellow panic grass are located on Lots 6 and 7;
one of these groups extends into an area between those
lots and Roadway B which the Applicants refer to as a
"setback zone." Individual examples of the grass have
also been identified on Lot 11, as well as on Lot 26,
which is outside of the sandplain community area.
Racemed milkwort is listed as rare by the Heritage
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18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

Program, Department of Fish and Wildlife, Agency of
Natural Resources (ANR). One example of that
species has been sighted on Lot 9.

Yellow panic grass and racemed milkwort often occur in
pine-oak sandplain communities, but do not have to be
located within such communities to survive.

Lactuta hirsuta (hairy lettuce), another plant often
associated with pine-oak sandplain communities, is listed
as rare by the Heritage Program. Examples of this
species have been found on Lots 19 and 21. None of these
lots is within the sandplain community area as described
in Finding 8, above.

The species of sandplain plants on the site which are
rare or threatened in Vermont, as well as the black oak,
white pine, blueberry, huckleberry, sheep laurel, and
hazelnut, are at the end of their ranges within the legal
boundaries of Vermont.

The 14 "B-ranked" sandplain communities are known because
of an intensive natural areas inventory of Chittenden
County by the Heritage Program which targeted this
community type.

Because of the narrow requirements of the sandplain
community and the precise conditions under which the
community is formed, the community type is
restricted to certain areas within the state. The
only areas of potential sandplain habitat are in
lowland areas in western Chittenden County near Lake
Champlain, at the mouth of the Missisquoi River, and
along the Connecticut River. In addition to the
Chittenden County inventory, the latter two areas
have been extensively searched by staff of the
Heritage Program as well as other biologists in the
state, and few examples of sandplain habitat have
been discovered.

None of the dominant species comprising the pine-oak
sandplain community is rare in Vermont. Similarly, most
bogs are dominated by common species, and many support
endangered or threatened species.
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24.

25.

26.

27.

In the area of the sandplain community, natural
influences currently predominate over human influences.
Photographs submitted to the Board depict land dominated
by plant growth with some areas of human disturbance such
as an existing dirt road. While there has been some
effect resulting from human disturbance in the past, this
effect has been to promote the existence of the community
by maintaining the open conditions which the community
needs.

The Applicants plan to divide the sandplain community
into lots, have already paved a portion of it, and will
cut and clear the remainder of it for the commercial and
industrial activities which are proposed to occur on
those lots. These activities within the sandplain
community, without protective measures, will leave
isolated fragments that are too small to be sustained or
properly managed.

The project could be redesigned to preserve~the best
portion of the sandplain community while still allowing
most of the industrial park to be built as planned.
Alternatively, the Applicants could investigate the
feasibility of mitigation in the 103-acre Colchester
portion of the parcel. Based on topographical and soils
information, ABE has identified two potential sandplain
communities on the Colchester portion (Sites A and B on
Exhibit #S8). The Applicants have not made, and have not
allowed the State of Vermont to make, a site investiga-
tion of that parcel to determine whether a sandplain
community exists there.

The Applicants propose on-site mitigation for the loss Of
the pine-oak sandplain community. The Applicants propose
to preserve the approximately 23 acres of op~en land along
the northeastern border of the site. Scattered pitch
pine and a clump of yellow panic grass-have been observed
in this area; otherwise, there is no evidence that the
area in question constitutes a pine-oak sandplain
community. Much of the area consists of steep slope.
More level portions on the southern part of the area
occur within the floodplain of Indian Brook and are
considered to be wetland.
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28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

Criterion 8fA): Endanaered Snecies

Aside from yellow panic grass, no other species from the
endangered species list has been found on the site.

There are approximately 100 individuals of yellow panic
grass which have been identified on the site. This
population is one of the three largest known populations
of yellow panic grass in the state. It and one other of
the three populations are on sites proposed for
development. The physical area which yellow panic grass
occupies is small.

The project will have roads and industrial lots
surrounding or containing the vast majority of yellow
panic grass. Roadway B will be a few feet from most of
the yellow panic grass. The industrial lots will have
buildings, maintained lawns, landscaped areas, and
parking lots.

Once yellow panic grass was found on the site, the
Applicants devised a plan to avoid destruction of yellow
panic grass by realigning Roadway B and the locations on
the proposed lots which can be built on by modifying the
sewer, water, and stormwater collection systems, and by
placing fences around the plants during construction.

The Applicants intend to place restrictive covenants into
the deeds for the commercial and industrial lots which
contain yellow panic grass. The covenants will prohibit
landscaping or other activity which may disturb yellow
panic grass.

Each lot at the subdivision will contain buffer zones
along the borders.~ These areas are marked in green on
Exhibit #G6. They surround areas of construction for
each lot marked in yellow on that exhibit. As shown on
Exhibits #G6, #S4A, and #S4B, the panic grass on Lots 6,
7, and 26 will be located in buffer zone areas. In
particular, Exhibit PG6 shows that the Applicants have
designed the developed area of Lot 7 to avoid a panic
grass population. Further, two of the three individual
panic grass plants on Lot Yll will be located on the
buffer area for that lot; the third, however, will be
located within the area of Lot 11 for which development
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34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

is proposed. The yellow panic grass found on Lot 26
is within the northern portion of that lot, which is
contiguous with the proposed open land.

The largest panic grass population lies on either side of
the border of~Lots 6 and 7 and extends off those lots
into a setback zone between them and Roadway B. The
portions of this population which are on Lots 6 and 7 are
wholly within the buffer zones for these lots; the
vortion which extends near Roadway B does not lie within
?.he traveled way.

Yellow panic
to colonize.

grass is a perennial which requires openings
The panic grass is self-fertile and is not

dependent on cross-fertilization.
long periods

It can persist for
of time in a small location. It does not

compete well under dense herbaceous cover.

Following all construction on the project, approximately
85 percent of the site will not be covered with
improvements and will be available for the continued
growth, spreading, and replacement of yellow panic grass.
This estimate of available acreage includes the 23 acres
of open land and the buffer zones and undeveloped areas
of each lot as shown on Exhibit #G6. It does not include
the Colchester portion of the parcel.

The Applicants followed a program for protecting yellow
panic grass during construction of Roadway B, consisting
of the placement of concrete barriers between the plants
and the edge of the traveled portion of Roadway B and of
steel fenceposts six feet apart with attached snow fences
surrounding the plants.

Post-construction inspection of the site was performed by
a botanist retained by the Applicants, and by a botanist
who works for the Heritage Program, during fall 1990.
None of them saw any evidence of destruction of any
yellow panic grass.

Human disturbance enhances the habitat-for yellow panic
grass by providing open areas which allow for coloniza-
tion.
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40. In Land Use Permit #4CO842, the District Commission
issued the following permit conditions with respect to
Criterion 8(A):

7. Prior to commencement of construction, the
Permittee shall conduct a' final plan survey in
August 1990 to identify any rare, threatened,
and endangered species on the site and to
positively identify the species Lactuca
hirsuta.

8. The Permittee shall allow representatives of
the Agency of Natural Resources to observe and
participate in the August survey or shall allow
the Agency of Natural Resources access to the
property to conduct its own August 1990 survey.

9. The Permittee and the Agency of Natural
Resources shall submit their survey results to
the District Environmental Commission by
September 7, 1990. The District Commission
shall reserve the right under Criterion 8(a) to
schedule additional hearings and to impose
additional reasonable conditions. The right
shall commence with the issuance of the permit
and expire when the last lot is developed.

41.

IV.

A.

The Subcommittee on Flora of the State Endangered
Species Committee has proposed to remove yellow
panic~grass from the list referred to in Finding 17,
above. This proposal has not yet been approved.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Criterion 8: Rare and Irrevlaceable Natural Area

The Board may not grant a permit unless
a proposed project "[w]ill not have an undue

rare and irreplaceable natural areas.i'
i 6086(a)(8).

it concludes that
adverse effect on
10 V.S.A.

The Board concludes that the area in which the pine-oak
sandplain community is located is a natural area. It is an
area which contains an identifiable type of ecological
community, with heavy plant growth. It is also an area in
which natural conditions predominate over human influences.
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With respect to the question of whether the sandplain
community is a natural area, the Applicants argue that the
Board must apply a definition of *'natural area" which is set
forth at 10 V.S.A. S 2607(b). The referenced definition
concerns the designation of natural areas in state forests and
parks (see 10 V.S.A. S 2607(a)); it is not included in the
definition section of Act 250 nor incorporated therein by
reference. See 10 V.S.A. s 6001. As shown below in
discussing endangered species, it is clear that where the
General Assembly intends to incorporate a definition from
another statute, it has done so. Further, the Board's
jurisdiction includes the construction of improvements for
commercial or industrial purposes, and thus is not limited to
state lands. See 10 V.S.A. S 6001(3). Accordingly, in Act
250, the General Assembly has mandated protection of natural
areas which are not part of state forests and parks if those
areas meet the other qualifying provisions of Criterion 8
(natural areas).

To be protected under Criterion 8, a natural area must
also be rare and irreplaceable. The Board concludes that the
pine-oak sandplain community is rare and irreplaceable. It is
rare because it is one of the five best examples of a
community type which occurs infrequently in Vermont and
usually occurs further south, because it hosts rare plants,
and because it is a valuable educational and scientific
resource. It is irreplaceable because the conditions which
caused it are unlikely to re-occur within the foreseeable
future. Specifically, as shown in Finding 9, above, the
creation of the community is closely related to particular
effects of melting glaciers, including the deposit of sediment
and the formation of large river deltas.

The Board further concludes that the proposed project
will have an adverse effect on the pine-oak sandplain
community. The Applicants have already constructed a road
through the community as part of the project. The Applicants
propose to divide the community into five lots on which
commercial or industrial activities will occur. Future review
of the effect of those activities on these lots will be on a
lot-by-lot basis rather than a complete consideration of
impacts on the community. Thus, the potential improvements on
the lots, combined with the separation caused by the lot
creation itself, will cause this community to degrade and
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fragment. Since the community needs to be of reasonable size
to sustain itself, this division into isolated portions will
jeopardize the community's ability to continue.

Finally, the Board concludes that the project's adverse
effect will be undue because the Applicants have not taken
reasonably available steps to mitigate that effect. While the
Applicants have set aside approximately 23 acres on the
northern part of the site as open land, this land is more
hilly and wet than the sandplain community area and therefore
does not contain, and could not sustain, such a community.
Moreover, insufficient consideration has been given to the
feasibility of managing the community to preserve it while
continuing with the current subdivision design, or a
modification of it. Nor has adequate consideration been given
to the potential existence of sandplain community on the
Colchester portion of the parcel, and to the preservation of
any such community in mitigation of the adverse effect on the
sandplain community which has been identified.

Despite the conclusion of undue adverse effect, the Board
has decided not to deny the application because it is an
application for an umbrella permit rather than for a specific
project. Instead, the Board will impose a condition to
require the Applicants to obtain approval from the District
Commission of a plan for managing and maintaining the
subject sandplain community, or for mitigating the project's
effect on that community through preservation of another
sandplain community of at least comparable quality on the
Colchester portion of the parcel. The submission must include
an analysis of both the management and the mitigation
alternatives. Because of the community's educational and
scientific value, the submission must also include a proposal
to allow access to persons pursuing ecological or biological
study. Until the District Commission approves either the
management or mitigation plan, the Applicants shall be
prohibited from the sale of, or commencement of construction
on, Lots 6, 7, 9, 11, and 12, and from any further
construction on, or use of, Roadway B running from Roadway A
to the southwest corner of Lot ~10. To ensure that the 103-
acre Colchester portion remains available for mitigation, the
Board will condition the permit to prohibit further
development or subdivision of the entire.project parcel
without the District Commission's approval, and to require
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that the permit be recorded in the Colchester land records.
On this basis, the proposed project complies with Criterion 8
(natural areas).

B. Criterion 8 (A): Endanaered Snecies

10 V.S.A. Section 6086(a)(E)(A) provides as follows:

Necessarv wildlife habitat and endanoered species.
A permit will not be granted if it is demonstrated
by any party opposing the applicant that a
development or subdivision will destroy or
significantly imperil necessary wildlife habitat or
any endangered species, and

(i) the economic, social, cultural,
recreational, or other benefit to the public from
the development or subdivision will not outweigh the
economic, environmental, or recreational loss to the
public from the destruction or imperilment of the
habitat or species, or

(ii) all feasible and reasonable means of
preventing or lessening the destruction, diminution,
or imperilment of the habitat or species have not
been or will not continue to be applied, or

(iii) a reasonably acceptable alternative site
is owned or controlled by the applicant which would
allow the development or subdivision to fulfill its
intended purpose.

Thus, the issues before the Board are: (a) whether there
is an endangered species or necessary wildlife habitat on the
project site; (b) if so, whether the proposed project will
destroy or significantly imperil that species or habitat; and
(c) if so, whether the Board reaches a positive conclusion on
one of 'the above three subcriteria.

There is no allegation that any part of the project site
constitutes necessary wildlife habitat. .The notice of
filed by the Agency of Natural Resources in this matter

appeal

alleges that the proposed project will not comply with
Criterion 8(A) because of its effect on the yellow panic
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grass. Accordingly, the issues under Criterion 8(A) are
limited to consideration of yellow panic grass as an
endangered species.

The Board concludes that yellow panic grass is an
endangered species within the meaning of Act 250. 10 V.S.A.
§ 6001(5) defines endangered species as "those species the
taking of which is prohibited under rules adopted under
Chapter 123 of this title." Yellow panic grass is listed as a
threatened species the taking of which is prohibited pursuant
to 10 V.S.A. Chapter 123. See 10 V.S.A. 5 5403.

The Applicants argue that a subcommittee has proposed to
take yellow panic grass off the above list and that therefore
the Board should not protect it. Until the grass is removed,
however, it is on the list,. and therefore the Board must
afford it the protection,of Criterion 8(A). If, at a later
time, the grass is actually taken off the list, the Applicants
may apply for a permit amendment to delete or modify permit
conditions relating to the grass. This should not be
interpreted in any way as a license to change requirements
regarding the sandplain community, the protection of which is
not related to the endangered species list.

Having concluded that an endangered species is present,
the Board must next examine whether the project will destroy
or imperil that species. The Board concludes that the
proposed project, as conditioned above pursuant to Criterion 8
(natural areas) and as conditioned by the District Commission,
will not destroy or significantly imperil yellow panic grass.
Most of the identified yellow panic grass is located within
the area of the sandplain community for which management and
mitigation alternatives will be explored and evaluated. The
only other identified example of yellow panic grass on the
site occurs in the buffer zone located on the northern part of
Lot 26, which is contiguous to the proposed retained open
land. Further, the District Commission has issued conditions
designed to assure complete identification of endangered
species on the site and has reserved jurisdiction to ensure
that Criterion 8(A) is met.

To further ensure that yellow panic'grass is not
imperiled by the proposed project, the Board will condition
the permit to require that the management and mitigation
proposals to be supplied by the Applicants ensure the
viability of the yellow panic grass populations in the
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sandplain community area, that the proposed 23-acre open area
remain open, that no construction occur on that portion of Lot
26's buffer zone which contains yellow panic grass, that any
yellow panic grass on-site be flagged and fenced during all
construkion activities, and that-the Applicants issue
protective covenants which prohibit landscaping, applying
fertilizer or herbicides, filling, or other disturbance of
yellow panic grass. On this basis, the proposed project
complies with Criterion 8(A).

V. ORDER

Land Use Permit Amendment #4C0842-EB is issued.
Jurisdiction over this matter is returned to the District #4
Environmental Commission.

Dated at Montpelier, Vermont this 26th day of June, 199 1.

ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD

Ferdinand Bongartz
Elizabeth Courtney
Arthur Gibb
Samuel Lloyd
Charles F. Storrow
Steve B. Wright

Dissenting:
Lixi Fortna

gauthier.dec(wp - gauthier disc)


